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Make Your Mark

The Creative's Guide to 
Building a Business with Impact.

“As the book came together, I noticed certain themes bubbling up again and again that 
epitomized the core values of this new guard of creative entrepreneurs. And, refreshingly, they 
aren’t about money or profit—despite the billion-dollar examples mentioned above—but rather 
about making an impact. 

I observed a renewed commitment to craftsmanship and the desire to create truly beautiful 
product experiences, a powerful focus on the importance of both giving and serving (your 
customers and your team) and a fierce dedication to building businesses that will change the 
world for the better. Whether you’re about to launch a new company or are considering how to 
retool an existing business, my hope is that this collection will offer you fresh thinking, 
practical advice, and the moxie to get out there and make something that matters.”- 
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Azam's One Sentence Summary:
A collection of essays from leaders, authors and trainers about how to build a company
that is more focused on making a difference than just making money...
(Different Tones - Creating Predictability? - Always Extract Brilliance)
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“The first thing to understand about building an incredible business is that it’s not about you. Well, it’s 
not ONLY about you. Rather, it’s about finding the perfect alignment between your specific talents 
and expertise and what the world needs. That’s why the best businesses aren’t profit-driven or even 
product-driven; they’re purpose driven. They strive to solve real problems, meet pressing needs, and 
change the world in ways big and small. 

They make a commitment to constantly learning and iterating and evolving to become better at 
executing their missions. They focus on creating value and let everything else follow.  Decide what 
you stand for and then stand for it all the time.  Anais Nin: Life shrinks or expands in proportion to 
one’s courage.

Because, at the end of the day, it’s not about building up your ego or nailing the next massive IPO; it’s 
about making something that matters.... 'The more on does, the more one can do.' Amelia Earhart”...
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One solid HOOK and Mission Statement is All You Need... HFT
"The scariest videos game ever made." (Train, bus?, psych of phobias/trauma) 
"The world's largest organization of Special Needs business owners."  (mentors, etc.) 
Inner city homeowners: Pay off your house in less than two years with your own indoor farm.
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"What’s interesting is that this method, which works so well for finding a compass heading for a 
company, also works for individuals. To define your personal purpose, start with these questions:
• How will the world be better off thanks to you having been on this earth? 
• What are you unique gifts and superpowers?
• Who have you been when you’re at your best? 
• Who must you fearlessly become? 
At the intersection of these four questions lies your personal purpose.

Product is a clinical term for a passionate endeavor. As Steve Jobs, the ‘product guy’ par excellence, put 
it: ‘Every good product I’ve ever seen is because a group of people cared deeply about making 
something wonderful that they and their friends wanted. They wanted to use it themselves.’ Captured 
in that statement are the twin ideals that guide all great product development: an unstoppable 
enthusiasm for bringing something great into the world and a relentless focus on usability.”


